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December 1, 2021
Dear county commissioners and friends of MU Extension and Engagement,
As we look forward to 2022, I want to take a moment to celebrate all that we have accomplished
together this year. You, our closest partners, are key to improving Missourians’ lives and
opportunities.
You have been vital to the work that has already extended broadband access and workforce
development strategies statewide. You have helped us connect with the right partners, working
together toward meaningful outcomes that will help our communities thrive in our areas of
greatest need around the economy, education and health.
During MU Extension and Engagement Week in October, we learned about some of the ways
that MU’s NextGen Precision Health Initiative will help Missouri improve statewide health care
indictors from our current ranking of 38th in the nation to 25th.
COVID-19 has shown us that we must expand investment in our health care resources,
knowledge and infrastructure. It has exposed the urgent need to make research and expertise
available in communities and to empower individuals and providers to address every aspect of
individuals’ and communities’ health needs – including the inequities of social determinants and
their effects on people’s health.
Our extension faculty is poised to help identify those needs and be the bridge to the health care
providers and caregivers, the clinical trials and public health initiatives that can deliver improved
healthcare access and outcomes in every county across our state.
I hope you see the impact of your hard work this past year throughout this county annual report. I
thank you for your continuing support as we recommit ourselves to do what we do best: help
communities thrive through civic engagement, community building and neighborliness. We look
forward to continuing the programs, partnerships, and sharing of knowledge that foster kindness,
caring, respect and deep connections in the year and decade to come.
Sincerely,

Marshall Stewart, EdD
Vice Chancellor, MU Extension and Engagement
Chief Engagement Officer, UM System
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Nathaniel Clark
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Julie Graue
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Andrew Sherman
Elected Member - Eastern

Eden Stewart
County Engagement Specialist in Nutrition and
Health Education – Newton County

Alvin Layne
Elected Member - Eastern

Robert Balek
Field Specialist in Horticulture – Jasper County

Patti Reed
Elected Member - Western

Amy Patillo
Field Specialist in Labor and Workforce Development
– Greene County

Gene Smith
Elected Member - Western

Amber Allen
Field Specialist in Human Development – Greene
County

Rick Lett
Appointed Member - Commission
James Gibson - Chairman
Elected Member - Eastern

Reagan Bluel
Field Specialist in Dairy – Barry County
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Elected Member - Eastern

Eldon Cole
Field Specialist in Livestock – Lawrence County
Jill Scheidt
Field Specialist in Agronomy – Barton County

Margie Dodson - Secretary
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Theresa Fossett
Nutrition Coordinator – Greene County Annex
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Ken Surbrugg
Business Development – Missouri SBDC at MSSU
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Allen Waldo
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Jamey Cope
Eastern Commissioner

Shon Bishop
Small Farm Specialist – Lincoln University
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Financials
Receipts and Expenditures 2020

Income
County Appropriations
Total Income

55,470.00
55,470.00

Expenses
Salaries/Benefits
48,830.00
Travel
1,824.00
Telephone
1,300.00
Office Supplies/Service
1,046.00
Publishing/Printing Services 1,600.00
Insurance
370.00
Advertising
500.00
Total Expenses
55,470.00

MU Extension is a unique funding partnership.
Extension funding is a three-way partnership of federal, state and county government. Federal and state
money, through the University of Missouri system, pay professional staff salaries, training costs, computers
and communication equipment. County funds support the local office, secretarial and youth assistant
salaries, staff mileage and council expenses.
The McDonald County Extension Council, faculty and staff would like to express our appreciation to the
McDonald County Commissioners for their continued support of extension programs.

Local Support
Did you know you can donate directly to McDonald County Extension with a
gift to be used immediately or as an endowment contribution for long term
efforts. Monies put into the endowment are left forever to earn interest with
the county office benefiting each year. You can also direct your donation to a
specific program such as 4-H or Master Gardeners.
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County highlights
RAISE Community Garden
Garden strengthens community across differences
One southwest Missouri town learns that food can forge connections.
Published: Monday, Nov. 22, 2021
NOEL, Mo. – Food is a bridge that brings people together. That conviction was the
seed for a garden that now flourishes on what was once a rocky hillside plot in
Noel, a town of 1,800 in the southwest corner of Missouri.
A meat-packing plant has drawn immigrants and refugees from 17 nations to the
area. Some families — mainly from Mexico, Central and South America and Laos
— have lived in the area for years. More recent arrivals come from other Asian
nations as well as Africa and the Pacific Islands. Each group brings customs and
cuisines unfamiliar to longer-established residents. The growing town has
struggled to create a shared sense of welcome and belonging.
Refugee and Immigrant Services & Education (RAISE) was founded in 2017 by
Kara Gebre to help these newcomers navigate the complexities of life in America
and rural Missouri. This goes beyond just teaching English-language learners
classes, said Mike Newman, executive director of RAISE.
RAISE health director Jennifer Rocheleau says the organization wants to make
sure families have access to nutritious and affordable foods. “Not only could a
garden help provide that, but we also thought the garden would be a way to start
communication across different cultures to plant together, work together, grow
together, cook together, eat together,” she said.

Unsure where to begin, RAISE turned to the University of Missouri Extension
engagement specialist for McDonald County, Jennifer Lutes, who brought in
several colleagues. The extension team understood that growing and eating food
together helps with community building, Lutes said. “Even if you don’t speak the
same language, when you’re standing there planting next to somebody, you
realize, ‘Hey, we’re all in this together!’”
In March 2020, RAISE broke ground on a sloped plot of land donated by the Noel
Housing Authority.
“When I look at other community garden spots I consult on, I say, ‘Boy, this is a
good spot for a garden,’” said MU Extension horticulturist Robert Balek. “Not
here.”
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County highlights
RAISE Community Garden (cont.)
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County highlights
RAISE Community Garden (cont.)
Weeds, rocks and fescue choked the hard-baked clay soil. “They had to work
backwards to create a site they could even begin to think of turning into a garden,”
Balek said. “It took a lot of hard work and ingenuity.”
Balek tested the soil and advised on the use of chemical-free weed eradication
methods. Volunteers lugged off big rocks, added organic matter, started
composting and painstakingly sifted smaller rocks from the dirt.
The hardships of preparing the garden bode well for its long-term success, Balek
said. “Many community gardens fail because they don’t have a sense of purpose,”
he said. “This RAISE garden has all kinds of people working together and having
to face and overcome challenges together.”
RAISE garden coordinator Destiny Akannam even got kids involved, mustering an
“inspection crew” to find pests and pick tomato hornworms off plants. They sent
photos to Balek, who would identify pests and offer advice on getting rid of aphids
or treating a fungus, for example, using methods like soap, jets of water or
scheduling planting to avoid certain insects.
“We want the garden to be a safe and healthy learning experience for children
and families,” Rocheleau said. “That garden is more than just a food source; it’s a
community resource.”

In two years, the garden has yielded herbs, blackberries, squash, okra, tomatoes,
cucumbers and peppers. Volunteers have also harvested potatoes, onions,
beans, cantaloupe, watermelon, pumpkins and eggplant. They have planted
several fruit trees and built raised beds for root vegetables. There are plans to use
the garden to test new fruits and vegetables common in other cuisines, such as
bitter melons, to see if some of them might find a commercial market locally.
MU Extension nutrition specialist Eden Stewart has worked with volunteers to
develop recipes that blend cultures and cuisines, such as using okra with potatoes
and introducing North African flavors to traditional American fare. Stewart
experiments with incorporating common local vegetables like tomatoes and
radishes into other cuisines. She also provides information about food preparation
and preservation. “When you get a lot of food ripening and ready to harvest all at
once, it’s hard to eat it all at once,” she said. “What can you do to stretch out its
use and help eliminate waste?”
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County highlights

This fall, RAISE invited all of Noel to a Welcoming Week event at the community
garden to share the bounty of a second successful harvest.
“We need to build understanding and realize that we have a lot we can learn from
each other,” Lutes said. “When the walls start coming down and we build bridges
instead, we have a chance to be sure that all of our kids are healthy and happy,
that they have access to good food and clean water. That is better for the
community, better for us all.”
The RAISE Community Garden is possible through collaborations with the Noel
Housing Authority, Walmart, Landon Feed & Seed, Gardening Know How,
Welcoming America, Belonging Begins With US and University of Missouri
Extension.
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County highlights
2020-2021 McDonald County State Fair Farm Family:
The Manning family was selected as the McDonald County Missouri Farm Family by
University of Missouri Extension in McDonald County and the local Farm Bureau.

Galen & Barbie Manning and family of Southwest City were among the families
honored during the 62nd annual Missouri Farm Family Day on August 16, 2021 at
the Missouri State Fair.
The Manning family operates a 600-acre cattle and hay operation. The Manning
family attempts to go beyond traditional farming. For fifteen years, they ran a fall
agritourism corn maze. Currently, their children are operating Ozark Valley
Christmas Tree Farm as a winter agritourism.
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County highlights

MU Fire and Rescue Training Institute – Stella:
The University of Missouri Fire and Rescue Training Institute (MU FRTI) provides
comprehensive cognitive education and manipulative skills training for Missouri’s fire
and emergency service responders. Utilizing an extensive system of instructional
outreach, MU FRTI assists fire departments, agencies, and organizations in meeting
complex public protection challenges and training issues. This outreach initiative
takes the training programs directly into local communities throughout the state and
provides training and education, which are otherwise unavailable.
In 2021, the Stella Fire Protection District hosted area departments for the Vehicle
Rescue Technician course with the MU Fire and Rescue Institute. Personnel
participated in a classroom lecture followed by a practical skills training.
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County highlights

MU Extension Equity, Diversity and Inclusion Council (EDIC) Livestream:
Jennifer Lutes participated in a Fireside Conversation for the MU Extension Equity,
Diversity and Inclusion Council (EDIC) that was livestreamed to MU Extension
Faculty and Staff. She was invited to share her experience in cultivating community
in partnership with the RAISE community garden in Noel, MO. This project
demonstrates EDIC’s goal in extending equitable access to education to all
Missourians.

Jennifer Lutes
Field Specialist in Agricultural
Business
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Economic Opportunity
Agriculture and Environment
Virtual Annie’s Project:

Annie’s Project is an educational program that was created specifically for women in
agriculture. This 18-hour course is a discussion-based workshop bringing women
together to learn from experts in production, financial management, human
resources, marketing and the legal field. In 2021, Annie’s Project was taught online
for the first time in Missouri. Three online Annie’s Project courses were offered with
a total attendance of 48 participants, including a total of two (2) participants from
McDonald County. The participants attended a weekly 2.5 hour live interactive
online session via Zoom and completed self-paced activities and videos. Topics
included: risk management, record keeping software, ownership of property,
insurance, financial statements, spreadsheets, writing a business plan, estate
planning, leases, marketing, communication issues, and personality traits.
As a result of participation in Annie’s Project, women are equipped with the
knowledge, skills, and abilities to make informed risk management decisions
regarding their agriculture business operations. In addition to the knowledge gain,
participants learned about resources that can assist them in making business
decisions for their farming operations.
When you support the University of Missouri Extension Annie’s Project program,
agriculture women participating in educational activities become better decision
makers and business partners; empowering them to respond to the challenges of
farming and leading to increased farm profitability. Missouri citizens benefit from a
more vibrant and sustainable rural economy and greater food security.
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Economic Opportunity
Agriculture and Environment
Grazing School:
Grazing schools teach farmers how to be more efficient grazers. This three-day
school allows farmers to think differently about how they manage their pastures and
they have become a very effective tool. There were about seventeen (17)
producers who attended the Newton & McDonald County Regional Grazing School
held on June 8th - June 10th, 2021.
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Economic Opportunity
Agriculture and Environment
Show-Me-Select Heifer Sale:
This program uses the latest research on health, nutrition, genetics and reproductive
science to ensure Missouri counties continue to be national leaders in providing
quality beef.
The Show-Me-Select Heifer sales for our area are located at the Joplin Regional
Stockyards. In 2021, we had McDonald County residents participate at both the May
and November sales.

Virtual Winter Ozark Ag Series:
The Winter Ozarks Ag Series offered short learning opportunities for participants that
included topics on fruits and vegetables, high tunnels, pasture weed control, hay and
forage analysis, artificial insemination, sheep and goats, specialty poultry, farm
leases, carcass evaluation, and cattle grades. Participants had freedom to choose
which topics to attend. Overall, the program had 948 contacts across the state.
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Economic Opportunity
Agriculture and Environment
Online Sheep and Goat Production Workshops:
Through a partnership between MU Extension and Lincoln Extension, spring and fall
sheep and goat production courses were held online in 2021 with four-hundred and
eighty-nine (489) attendees from 60 counties, including McDonald County.
Attendees learned about a wide selection of topics that include: animal selection,
financial implications of multiple births, nutrition and reproductive management,
pasture management, record keeping and use during culling, and winter nutrition.
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Economic Opportunity
Agriculture and Environment

Crowder Agricultural Students Learn Who to Cull:
Jennifer Lutes taught two spring and fall animal science students at Crowder
College about how keeping performance records can assist with choosing who to
keep and who to cull within a herd. She taught students how to use an index ranking
of females by comparing their offspring. This ranking allows the producer to choose
between two dams that may seem similar otherwise. Students then went on to learn
how to work sheep and goats, including analyzing body condition scores, FAMACHA
scores, coat scoring, aging, and tagging.
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Economic Opportunity
Agriculture and Environment
Spring Forage Conference:
The 37th Annual Spring Forage Conference was virtual this year. There were 146
farmers and ranchers who attended the 37th Annual Southwest Missouri Spring
Forage Conference. This year it was decided to hold it virtual online for the first time
in its history. Concurrent sessions were held throughout the day on a variety of
topics of interest to most grass producers. Despite an online offering, 91 percent of
the participants indicated that the conference met their expectations. When asked if
they plan to make changes in their operations after attending, 75 percent said they
would. This event is a partnership between University of Missouri Extension, Natural
Resources Conservation Service, Soil and Water Conservation Districts, Missouri
Department of Conservation and Missouri State University.
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Economic Opportunity
Agriculture and Environment
Pesticide Applicator Training:
The Private Pesticide Applicator Training involves the initial training and
recertification of Missouri’s private pesticide applicators (ag producers). The need for
training in the application of pesticides is of high importance due to both the legal
requirements and a real need for technical knowledge. The University of Missouri
private pesticide applicator program reaches into essentially each of Missouri’s one
hundred fourteen counties to train farmers on the safe and proper use of agricultural
pesticides on their farmlands, including restricted-use pesticides. In person and
online trainings were held in 2021, along with computer labs to provide producers
access to obtaining synthetic auxin herbicide and gramoxone licenses.

Six (6) McDonald County
participants received
training to obtain their
private restricted use
license for purchasing
pesticides this year.

Jill Scheidt, University of Missouri agronomy field
specialist, teaches the private pesticide applicator
training
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Economic Opportunity
Agriculture and Environment
Online Regional Hay School:
This was an online school that was held over three evenings. During the school MU
Extension agronomy, livestock and ag business field specialists collaborated to
educate program participants on proper strategies to be successful in the hay
making process as well as produce a quality product for sale or feeding to the
livestock enterprise on their farming operation. Topics covered and presenters
during the school included:
o
o
o
o
o
o
o

Forages for SW Mo. Hay – Jill Scheidt
Forage Quality and Cattle Nutrition – Patrick Davis
Hay Feeding Management – Patrick Davis
Hay Storage Management – Tim Schnakenberg
Hay and Baleage Harvest System – Tim Schnakenberg
Hay Fertility and Pest Management – Jill Scheidt
Economics of Hay Production and COVID 19 Considerations – Wesley Tucker

This event was sponsored by MU Extension, Missouri SBDC for Agriculture, Food,
and Forestry, SBA, and MU+NRCS Grasslands Project. The event educated a total
of 86 participants with a total of six (6) participants from McDonald County.
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Economic Opportunity
Agriculture and Environment
Women Owning Woodland – Lunch and Learn:
The Women Owning Woodland Lunch and Learns provide an opportunity each week
for women woodland owners and woodland enthusiasts to meet virtually. A 30-40
minute presentation on a topic in natural resources/woodlands is provided and then
a chance to ask questions or talk to their peers is provided. This program has built
community amongst this group of women that is from all across the state of
Missouri.

Forage and Livestock Series:
To continue offering producers educational materials, University of Missouri
Extension agronomy specialists created the Forage and Livestock Series online.
This 5-week program gathered experts to cover topics in: Feeding Stored Forages,
Native Forages for MO, Beef Nutrition, Livestock Farm Profitability and Cutting Edge
of Pasture Fertility. One hundred sixteen producers from Missouri and around the
US participated in the series.
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Economic Opportunity
Agriculture and Environment
Lavender Growers Workshop:

Research began in 2021 on “Growing the Lavender Industry in Missouri”. This
project involved comparing lavender cultivars amongst 3 Missouri sites and
developing a set of standardized growing practices for commercial and home
lavender production. Data collected included bloom time, essential oil production,
disease and insect issues, annual growth, and overall plant vigor.
In addition to field work, a virtual workshop was held on November 17 with 312
enrolled, including participants from McDonald County.
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Economic Opportunity
Agriculture and Environment
Abilities Awareness:
University of Missouri Extension’s goal is to bring the research of the university to
meet the needs of the community. Abilities Awareness does just that. Community
members wanted to learn more about helping children with developmental needs.
Abilities Awareness, a partnership of MU Extension, ECHO Autism and AgrAbility,
was formed to help parents, teachers, other family members and anyone in the
community learn more. Childcare, online options and a meal are provided along with
research based information on developmental topics. Missourians from McDonald,
Newton, Jasper, Lawrence, Barton, Bates, Greene and Dade Counties are among
the forty (40) participants that attended. 2021 topics included Autism 101, Mental
Health and Occupational and Physical Therapy for Motor Movement.

Southwest Research Center Open House:
The Southwest Research Center hosted an
open house and bicentennial event this year in
August. The participants were involved in an
ice cream social event as well as a walking
tour of the horticulture research plots.
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Economic Opportunity
Testing Services
Soil Analysis:
A total of one-hundred and five (105)
soil tests were submitted and analyzed
through the University of Missouri
testing facilities. With the increasing
price of fertilizers, farmers need
information based on unbiased soil
fertility recommendations that are
provided by the University of Missouri
Extension. Producers are provided with
lime and fertilizer recommendations to
improve their crops and build the soil.

Water Analysis:
Water analysis can be used to determine
suitability for several purposes. Water
samples can be tested for irrigation,
domestic, poultry, or livestock suitability or
specific individual tests can be run. Low cost
domestic water analysis is offered to
homeowners to evaluate their general water
quality and to help determine treatment
needs. Water analysis can also provide
information on suitability of the water for
irrigation. For livestock and poultry, analyses
are provided to determine suitability for
animal use.
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Economic Opportunity
Testing Services (cont.)
Forage and Feed Analysis:
A total of seventeen (17) feed and forage
analysis tests were submitted through the
McDonald County Extension office and
analyzed through Custom Laboratory in
Monett. Forage should routinely be tested
because forage quality can change based
on forage species, maturity, management,
harvest conditions, storage conditions, rain
damage, or insect/disease damage. Forage
quality results in animal performance.
Guessing the quality of forage being fed to
livestock could result in underestimating or
overestimating the nutrient content and thus
cutting profitability. Forage sampling can
also help diagnose management at harvest
to find ways to improve quality during the
season or at harvest.

Manure Analysis:
A total of one (1) manure analysis
tests were submitted through the
McDonald County Extension office and
analyzed through Custom Laboratory in
Monett. Manure is a valuable source of
nutrients for crops and improves soil
productivity.
Manure
testing
is
necessary to make optimum use of
manure
while
protecting
water
resources.
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Economic Opportunity
Master Gardeners
Hill n’ Hollow Master Gardeners:
The work provided by the Hill n’ Hollow Master Gardeners Chapter, which consists
of graduates of the Newton-McDonald County Master Gardener Program, includes
educational displays at fairs, Carver Days, and Prairie Days; and targeted
beautification/demonstration projects in McDonald and Newton Counties. The Hill n’
Hollow Master Gardeners had another outstanding year in 2021. There are sixteen
(16) total members.
2021 projects include:
•

Demonstration Garden at the Newton County Extension Office

•

Pineville Log Cabin

•

Pineville Green

•

McDonald County Fair Sign
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Economic Opportunity
Business Development
2021 Selling Local Foods in Missouri Series:
Selling Local Foods in Missouri introduced producers to the state regulators from the
Missouri Department of Agriculture and the Missouri Department of Health and
Senior Services. Each session, growers met different regulators that focused on
different agriculture products such as, meat, eggs, poultry, fruits and vegetables, and
value added-foods. The series had ninety-four (94) people register. Results from
the class evaluation showed that thanks to the Selling Local Food in Missouri series,
producers were considering making several changes to their business and growing
practices.
Here are some responses provided by farmer’s:
❖ “I learned that I probably have the wrong egg license and I need to label my
egg cartons with more information than I already do.”
❖ “It would be extremely beneficial to attend a produce safety course if we plan to
continue on the course we are on with selling our produce.”
❖ “Possible need for insurance.”
❖ “A knowledge of resources are available to me as I start to sell produce and
eggs at our local farmer's market.”
❖ “I did not know that I had to be registered as a meat handler to sell our beef.”
❖ “I learned about labeling requirements for breads and prepackaged food.”
❖ “This session was filled with lots of information and answered many questions
for me as I am thinking of raising turkeys, butchering and selling to
consumers.”
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Economic Opportunity
Business Development

Extension Tax Schools:
University of Missouri Extension ag economics department and ag business
specialists worked together to coordinate one summer and two fall tax schools. One
school was in person and two were online via Zoom. The schools were designed for
those who prepare taxes including enrolled agents, tax preparers, CPAs, individuals
and attorneys.
The training included updates on legislation, rulings and cases, individual taxpayer
issues, agricultural and natural resources topics, IRS rules and regulations,
business issues, retirement issues, real estate tax issues, payroll and tax credit
issues, QBI deductions, trusts and estates, and ethics. The schools were approved
for 8 and 16 hours of continuing education credit by the IRS, Missouri Bar and for
CFP continuing education. Total continuing education hours reported to IRS for the
schools was 2,584 hours.
The teaching teams included a CPA and former IRS employee, an IRS certified
retired ag economics professor, an attorney, Missouri Department of Revenue and
extension ag business specialists.
The trainings received positive evaluations and planning is underway to offer
trainings in 2022. Local county residents benefit when local tax preparers have the
opportunity to gain knowledge, which benefits their clients and communities. The
tax schools are a program of the ag business and policy program of MU Extension,
coordinated by Mary Sobba with help from a team of ag business specialists
throughout the state.
The resources for the schools included the IRS, National Income Tax Workbook
from the Land Grant University Tax Education Foundation, materials written by the
instructors.
The 2021 school attendance totaled two hundred sixty (260) people. The
participants were from all over Missouri.
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Economic Opportunity
Business Development
Farm Tax Workshops:
For the past few years, MU Extension has taught Farm Tax Workshops for farm
businesses and families to include new legislation, tax changes, court cases, state
tax issues and additional ag issues. The workshops are designed to convey
information in a concise manner using information from the IRS and the Land Grant
University Tax Education Foundation. The purpose of the classes is to get relevant
and helpful information to farmers so they can make decisions and be better
prepared to work with their professional tax preparer.
The workshops were a combination of in person classrooms and online classes,
with a total of one hundred forty-seven (147) participants.
Most participants completed an optional post survey. Eighty percent reported they
understood they were responsible for records and documentation and not their tax
preparer. Seventy-five percent said they had a better understanding of how to use
tax tools in purchasing farm assets (Section 179, Bonus Depreciation). Ninety-two
percent recognized end of year tax planning is important. Seventy-eight percent
reported they know where to find Farmer’s Tax Guides and where to find additional
information.
Many participants planned to take some action before the end of the year. Some of
the planned actions included: reviewing farm records (80%), meeting with tax
preparer and communicate with family members (71%). Plans to communicate with
family members about tax issues (62%) and fifty-six percent plan to review
resources before purchasing begins in 2022.
Farm tax education workshops benefit individuals by increasing their understanding
and knowledge, leading to more informed decisions and management of taxes.
Better knowledge also leads to improved communications with their tax preparers
and accountants. The result is researched and timely purchases of farm expenses,
optimizing income tax scenarios and improved profitability over time. Money saved
in income taxes stays local and is spent in local businesses up and down main
street, making a more vibrant and sustainable rural economy.
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Economic Opportunity
Business Development
Ag Lenders Seminar:
Each year, leading economists and ag business and policy specialists from MU
Extension, Missouri Department of Agriculture and the MU Food
and Agricultural Policy Research Institute provide updates for agricultural lenders.
Topics include market outlooks, macroeconomic conditions, land values and rental
rates, enterprise budgets, risk management tools, and changes to tax law such as
earned income tax credit and the American Rescue Plan.
With these updates, ag lenders help their clients make informed decisions about
market trends, risks and changes that affect borrowing and investment capacities.
In 2021, the Springfield location had 60 attendees from 18 different counties.
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Economic Opportunity
Business Development

2021 Agriculture, Food & Forestry SBDC Center:
In the summer of 2020, a joint partnership between MU Extension and the Small
Business Development Centers (SBDC) created the Missouri SBDC for Agriculture,
Food and Forestry. This partnership offers no-cost, one-on-one personalized
assistance for business owners, entrepreneurs and farmers in Missouri. The center
has a range of skills and specialties and serves all agricultural businesses with a
particular focus on commercial horticulture, food and forestry, livestock and valueadded meats.
Extension faculty who provide business counseling are located across the state to
best serve the clients. They can assist with technical advice, financial management,
business planning, business model pivots, value added propositions and many other
services.
In 2021, 830 counseling sessions were held with 198 clients statewide,
reaching 86 counties. These current or prospective business owners received oneon-one guidance and support as they pursued COVID-19 business relief or other
financial applications, developed or updated their business plans, evaluated their
property’s agricultural potential, and made decisions to sustain, grow or transition
their business.
There were three (3) total Ag SBDC Clients in McDonald County in 2021.
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Educational Access & Excellence
FCS Shaping Rural Missouri Grant:
McDonald County 4-H was awarded one of the FCS Shaping Rural Missouri grants
in 2021. Members utilized the money towards a county-wide community service
project. McDonald County 4-H members, with the help of a Master Gardener,
worked hard at weeding, planting, and re-mulching the flower beds at the Historical
Courthouse in Pineville, MO. Beyond the historical site, members took their efforts to
Anderson and Southwest City, where they mulched and planted flowers.
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Educational Access & Excellence
FCS Shaping Rural Missouri Grant
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Educational Access & Excellence
4-H Recognition Night:
McDonald County 4-H members and volunteers were recognized at the annual
recognition night in November. Though the year was trying, the 4-H community
prevailed with multiple honorable mentions. Courtney Keaton was a level lll MO 4-H
State winner. She was among approximately 20 other members in the state to be
chosen to attend National 4-H Congress. Rhett Keaton was the winner of the Level ll
category. Both are outstanding accomplishments for the members and for McDonald
County 4-H!
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Educational Access & Excellence
4-H Recognition Night
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Educational Access & Excellence
4-H Club Activities
4-H Teen Lock-In:
Newton County 4-H extended an invitation to McDonald County 4-H members to
participate in a Teen Lock-In. This event allowed members from the two counties
socialize. The teens had a wonderful time and are looking forward to next year.

Regional Achievement Day:
McDonald County had one ambitious member
attend and compete at this event. Keaton Moore
competed in the Beef Junior Division, as well as
the Prepared Speech Junior Division.

OEF/ MO State Fair:
McDonald County 4-H Members that took
exhibits include:
o Grace Coatney
o Jessi Hilton
o Macy Reece
o Samuel Garnett
o Sydney Lindquist
38

Educational Access & Excellence
4-H Rate of Gain – 2021 McDonald County Fair
4-H Rate of Gain – Lamb:
4-H participants in the Average Daily Gain contest compete to see who's animal has
the best average daily gain between two dates leading up to the McDonald County
Fair. The 2021 4-H Rate of Gain – Lamb winner was Tyler Moore from Crossroads
4-H and he received a customized belt buckle.
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Educational Access & Excellence
4-H Showmanship Clinic:
This was the first year for the McDonald County 4-H Council’s Showmanship Clinic
for local 4-H members. Thanks to tremendous community support, the event had
multiple donations and was deemed as success.
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Grooming & Management:
Splitlog 4-H Club invited county 4-H members to the Keaton residence to provide
guidance on the topic of show cattle. Rhett and Courtney Keaton took the lead on
this project by demonstrating proper grooming techniques, such as how to rinse
cattle as well as the proper way to comb the animal. Demonstrating how to lead
and show cattle were other key elements at this event. Beyond providing members
with tips and tricks, McDonald County 4-H’ers were given the opportunity to
socialize with members outside of their club.
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Virtual Embryology:
McDonald County 4-H School Enrichment Programs are short-term educational
experiences that supplement learning in the classroom. Most of these programs are
led by teachers or 4-H volunteers.
The most popular 4-H School Enrichment Program in McDonald County is the
Embryology - Hatching Chicks in the Classroom program. Two hundred and sixtysix (266) students in McDonald County were reached over the span of three virtual
embryology sessions in 2021. This program also reached a total of three thousand
eight-hundred and six (3,806) people through the live sessions on our social
media page.
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Success in the Show Ring and Beyond – Youth Livestock Series:
This series of virtual Zoom events consisted of six sessions lead by University of
Missouri state specialists, MU Extension field faculty and other notable, agriculture
leaders. Any 4-H/FFA member or volunteer was welcome to attend this free series.
Participants that attended all sessions and completed the online evaluations met the
requirements for their Show Me Quality Assurance (SMQA) certification for the 2021
year.
Topics covered during the series included: animal selection, nutrition and making
weight for the county fair, agricultural business and record keeping for your 4-H/FFA
project, infectious diseases, carcass and showmanship. With various participation
for each session, there were three-hundred and nine (309) total registrants from
across Missouri and Arkansas. Twenty-seven (27) youth received their SMQA
certification for the 2021 year.
Evaluations proved that the Series was an overwhelming success. Percent
knowledge gained from all sessions ranged from 31-61% and percent usefulness
from 90-100%. Respondents were also asked a series of question for each session,
“Because of my participation in the given session, I am able to: ___.” Percent that
agreed or strongly agreed ranged from 88-100%. Participants had the option of
attending the sessions live via Zoom or going back to watch the recordings on the
county and state Extension webpages. The number of views for the six sessions
ranged from 9 to 556 views.
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In-School 4-H – Noel Primary
Dene’e Jones is the phenomenal coordinator at Noel Primary for their in-school 4-H
program. She has worked diligently at creating an interactive learning environment.
The students take part in multiple projects throughout the school year, such as
cavies. The students truly enjoy having the classroom visitor.
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Hooves, Paws and Claws 4-H Club

Crossroads 4-H Club
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Splitlog 4-H Club

Cornerstone 4-H Club
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Splitlog 4-H – Showing Cattle:
Splitlog members traveled near and far to show cattle. Members were privileged to
have a presence at the Missouri State Fair, the Ozark Empire Fair, multiple national
shows, including the American Royal and Junior Nationals, among a multitude of
local shows. Kole Lewis has had much success in the show year. Auto Gwen, his
heifer, won Grand Champion Limousin 4-H Heifer at the MO State Fair, competed
in the Supreme Female Drive at OEF, as well as many other notable
accomplishments.
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Health & Well-being
Nutrition and Health
Beware of the Eating Season:
Eden Stewart is the County Engagement Specialist in Nutrition and Health in
Newton County. She did a Beware of the Eating Season presentation for TOPS
(Take Off Pounds Sensibly) to provide educational information for people who are on
a weight loss or health journey.

“I love the information on
how to make healthy yet
simply swaps for recipes
for the holidays.”

Learning Outcomes:
❑ Tips for enjoying the holiday
season but being mindful of our
hunger cues

❑ Tips to eating a nutrition dense
meal when joining family and
friends for events

“I agree, that our favorite
foods can be enjoyed
outside of just the
holiday and we don’t
have to eat to excess
because we feel like we
can’t have it later.”

❑ Ways to make simple swaps for
more nutrient dense food
❑ Tips for celebrating the holidays
while out and about

Eden Stewart
County
Engagement
Specialist in
Nutrition &
Health
Education
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Freezer Jam Classes:

Eden Stewart is the County Engagement Specialist in Nutrition and Health in
Newton County. She taught a lesson on how to make fruit freezer jam at the
McDonald County Library in Pineville and Southwest City. The classes were held as
hands-on lectures that focused on the simple food preservation process. There were
thirteen (13) total participants.

“I never knew I could dabble
in food preservation without
buying a whole kitchen
worth in new equipment.”

Learning Outcomes:
❑ Skills needed to make
freezer jam

❑ How to find reliable
resources when considering
food preservation
❑ Benefits and limits to making
freezer jams
❑ How freezers jams are
different than jams
processed in canner

“Never thought about how
a small summer picking
could be used to make a
simple freezer jam.”
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Electric Multi Pressure Cooker Safety Classes – Pineville & Southwest City:
Eden Stewart is the County Engagement Specialist in Nutrition and Health in
Newton County. She presented a program at the McDonald County Library in
Pineville and Southwest City that reviewed the safety tools put in place to cook in an
electric multi pressure cooker. The classes covered all safely elements including
steam burns, proper cleaning of the cookers, and food safety tips to keep in mind.
There were eighteen (18) total participants.

“I was given one of these
instant pots for Christmas and
I had no idea how to use it, so
it has stayed in the box this
whole time in my closet. Now,
I feel like I can safety use it
without blowing up my
kitchen.”

“I did not know some of the
parts on my instant pots came
off and I needed to remove to
properly clean it.”

Learning Outcomes:
❑ Participants learned proper ways to keep their electric multi pressure cooker
clean.
❑ Food safety was addressed in the use of an electric multi pressure cooker.
❑ Cook times were addressed alongside the need for liquid to keep from burning
in the electric multi pressure cooker.
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Drying Herbs Class – Pineville & Southwest City:
Eden Stewart is the County Engagement Specialist in Nutrition and Health in
Newton County. She taught two classes about the different methods of dehydrating
herbs at the McDonald County Library in Pineville and Southwest City. Eden
presented the pros and cons of each drying method. She also compared vertical and
horizontal dehydrators. There were twenty-one (21) total participants.

Learning Outcomes:
❑ Learned the methods used to dry herbs
❑ Comparison of dehydrators sold
❑ Pros and cons of different dehydration
methods for herbs
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Stay Strong, Stay Healthy (SSSH):
Stay Strong, Stay Healthy (SSSH) aims to improve the health of the fastest-growing
age group in the United States—older adults. The first baby boomers turned 65 in
2011, 60 percent of whom will manage more than one chronic condition by 2030.
Unfortunately, less than 20 percent of older adults engage in adequate physical
activity and fewer perform strength training and flexibility exercises. Underserved
populations often have even lower rates of physical activity.
By offering access to safe, effective and research-based physical activity, SSSH
helps mitigate many of the health issues these older adults face. The program aims
to prevent frailty, injury and disease, improving the quality of life for older adults by
increasing independence and productive living.
Stay Strong, Stay Healthy was conducted in McDonald County at the Southwest City
Senior Center. Five (5) participants began the program, and five (5) participants
completed at least 60% (10) of the classes.

4 out of 5
improved or stayed the same in the
Chair Stand Test, which assesses
lower-body strength and endurance
needed for activities such as
climbing stairs; walking, and getting
up from a seated position.

5 out of 5
improved or stayed the same in the
8-Foot Up-&-Go Test which
assesses the agility and balance
needed for activities such as
standing quickly from a seated
position and walking.

5 out of 5
improved or stayed the same in the
Balance Assessments which
indicates reduced risk of falling and
continued independent living.
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Family Nutrition Education Programs (FNEP):
The Supplemental Nutrition Assistance Program Education (SNAP-Education or
SNAP-Ed) brought $9,646,109 in federal funds to Missouri. The funds support
engagement with 485,010 Supplemental Nutrition Assistance Program (SNAP)
recipients and eligible citizens of Missouri. There were 321,372 direct educational
contacts. This year we had 1,383,799 indirect educational contacts through
newsletters, health fairs, food pantries, and the Show Me Nutrition helpline.
135 direct and indirect contacts were made in McDonald County.
Participants in SNAP-Ed learn the importance of making healthier meals and snack
choices, eating breakfast more often, are more willing to try new foods, increase
their physical activity, and make healthier food choices. Those who practice healthy
eating and are physically active are more likely to contribute to a healthy labor force
and enjoy a high quality of life throughout the lifespan. This vital programming effort
also reduces healthcare costs over the participant’s lifetime, saving taxpayer money
in reduced public healthcare benefits and insurance premiums.

The following is a list of the locations where participants were served in McDonald
County:
Schools

Agencies

White Rock Elementary

Crosslines – McDonald County
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Human Development
WITS Workout:
WITS Workout is a new emerging program that was offered by four Human
Development Field Specialists this year. Amber Allen co-facilitated two virtual
programs with a total of ten (10) participants from McDonald County.
The program draws on brain health and aging research which focus on increasing
socialization, reducing isolation, and promoting intellection engagement in older
clients, all of which complement current aging brain health research. The program
includes interactive experiential activities such as puzzles and games with learning
components each class. This program is set up just like a physical exercise
program, but instead, participants are exercising their brain. In 2021, there were 23
participants who engaged in 184 hours of learning.

Amber Allen
Field Specialist in Human
Development & Family
Science
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